
#NowWeRise  –  9  Dec  Day  of
Action  on  Climate  Justice
12.30pm  Scottish  Parliament
Edinburgh
From the Climate Justice Coalition:

Temperatures are rising. Corporate profits are rising. Now
we’re rising.

The  hottest  summer  on  record.  Politicians  backtracking  on
climate commitments. Continued corporate profiteering fuelling
the climate and cost of living crises. It’s time for us to
take action.

As world leaders gather for the UN’s climate negotiations at
COP28,  a  climate  summit  presided  over  by  an  oil
executive,  we’re  coming  together  on  9  December  to  demand
climate justice.

COP28 Day of Action for Scotland

Start: Saturday, December 09, 2023•12:30 PM

Outside Scottish Parliament• Scottish Parliament,
Edinburgh, EH99 1SP

Host Contact Info: info@climatefringe.org
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Temperatures and waters are rising.
Injustices are rising.
We are rising!

At a time when the UK Government is rolling back on climate
and nature policies, and the Scottish Government has delayed
its  vital  new  climate  plan  (which  sets  out  the  steps  to
achieve legally set targets), it’s more important than ever
for us to come together to show people in Scotland want the



urgent and fair climate action that they’ve been demanding for
decades.

Join  us  at  the  Scottish  Parliament  in  Edinburgh  on  9th
December to send a strong message to decision makers that we
are  united  for  action,  to  tackle  the  climate  and  nature
crises, secure sustainable jobs, a fairer, greener, healthier
society  for  everyone  in  Scotland  and  justice  for  those
impacted by the climate crisis.

There will be inspiring speakers, the opportunity to send a
message to the Scottish party leaders with your wishes for
action on climate and nature in 2024, kids activities, and
more!

Join Us! – Click on this Link

NOW  WE  RISE:  JOIN  US  TO  SHOW
SCOTLAND IS UNITED FOR ACTION
In 2021 over 100,000 people took to the streets of Glasgow to
tell world leaders at the COP26 climate talks they wanted
action on the climate and nature emergencies.

Since  then,  despite  record  breaking  temperatures  and
increasingly devastating climate impacts, we have seen a lack
of progress on action to reduce emissions, protect nature, or
make  the  biggest  polluters  pay  for  the  damage  they  are
causing.

Temperature and Waters are Rising
2023 will be the hottest year on record. As the world heats
up, extreme weather events on every continent – from floods in
Brechin to wildfires in Greece – are causing mass devastation,
loss of life and livelihoods in communities around the world.
The evidence is right in front of our eyes: our climate is
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breaking down. And, if we’re to have any hope of a liveable
planet and tackling the climate crisis, we must deliver a just
transition and dramatically and immediately reduce the use of
fossil fuels.

Injustices are Rising
The cost of living crisis and climate crisis are driven by our
reliance on dirty fossil fuels, and by the excessive emissions
of the richest people. The climate crisis disproportionately
affects ordinary people and communities in the global south,
while those most responsible profit. In 2022, the five biggest
oil  and  gas  companies  made  record  profits  of  over  £150
billion. As corporations make billions, we struggle to make
ends meet. Energy prices in Britain are still double what they
were two years ago, soaring above wages and benefit levels and
many thousands will be cold in their homes this winter.

Now We Rise!
People in Scotland from all walks of life are coming together
to say we know the solutions, and we want our leaders to take
robust and urgent action to implement these. We can replace
the destructive fossil fuel economy with a real alternative.
We can take advantage of cheap renewable energy, insulate
homes,  reduce  energy  waste  and  implement  accessible  and
affordable public transport. We can create an economy that
meets the needs of communities, creates secure and sustainable
jobs and places the wellbeing of both people and nature at its
centre.

We will stand with communities in the Global South who are
suffering from the climate crisis which they did not create,
and  which  does  the  greatest  damage  to  countries  already
burdened by unjust debt. Rich nations must provide urgent
climate finance and grants for loss and damage.



At a time when the UK Government is rolling back on climate
and nature policies, and the Scottish Government will soon be
publishing its new climate plan, it’s more important than ever
for  us  to  come  together  to  show  people  in  Scotland  want
action.

Join  us  at  the  Scottish  Parliament  in  Edinburgh  on  9th
December  to send a strong message to decision makers that we
are  united  for  action,  to  tackle  the  climate  and  nature
crises, secure sustainable jobs, a fairer, greener, healthier
society  for  everyone  in  Scotland  and  justice  for  those
impacted by the climate crisis.

For  other  actions  taking  place  across  the  UK  check
this interactive action map by the Climate Justice Coalition.

Source: https://climatefringe.org/cop28-scotland/
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